


Boxed Water.  Boxed.  Water.  What 
is  it  about this sharp,  eye-catching 
carton that puts it  in the l imelight , 
making it  the topic of discussion 
during many recess-time LD runs 
and lunch? Boxed Water has stirred 
much controversy amongst students 
at the College .  Why buy water -  let 
alone water presented in a container 
resembling milk cartons -  when we 
have water fountains in every hall-
way of the school? Is it  the aspect of 
convenience of being able to pick up 
a healthy alternative to juices while 
getting lunch? This rant – ahem - ar-
ticle wil l  discuss the reasons as to 
why Boxed Water is  a great idea and 
then ultimately prove why it  is  a ter-
rible one.
 
Boxed Water made its debut at the 
school this year with the exit  of our 
beloved Arizona Iced Tea and sweet 
drinks alike .  Weighing in with a 
much smaller sized container with 
contents readily available through-
out the school ,  the replacement had 
many crit ics disapprove.  A rather 
suitable successor,  wouldn’t  you say!
 
The question that we ask both the 
school and ourselves is  “why?” Al-
though Boxed Water stopped the 
consumption of sugary drinks in the 
school ,  wouldn’t  fountained water 
do the same thing? Why revert to a 

waste-producing “eco-friendly” op-
tion when the same funds to bring 
Boxed Water to the school could have 
been used to tackle nutrit ion and 
waste production in another more 
socially acceptable manner? An idea 
pitched by our new Sustainabil ity 
Steward,  Bradley Manucha,  and the 
Green School organization is  to im-
plement reusable plastic cups in the 
LD for water on the go.  The nutrition 
committee also continues to cement 
the idea of students carrying around 
a reusable water bottle to be refi l led 
at our new water fountains complete 
with a f i l l  station.
 
Did you know that we (the students) 
successfully voted AGAINST bring-
ing Boxed Water to the school ,  but 
the school overturned the consensual 
decision? Boxed Water was brought 
to the LD even after a survey con-
ducted by current Sustainabil ity 
Steward,  Charlie Dunn, (who emo-
tionally stated that he “hates [Boxed 
Water] with a passion”)  effective-
ly voiced the opinion of the leaving 
class.  92%  of  our IB2s voted against 
Boxed Water existing at the College, 
with the remaining 8%  for the idea 
or choosing not to voice their opinion. 
With the collected data,  Mr.  Dunn 
confronted the school and presented 
his concern,  where he found --   much 
to his delight – that the school would 
not bring it  in .  However,  months lat-

er (for unclear reasons) we see these 
sl im and fragile cartons mocking us 
from the shelves in the fridge down-
stairs.  “Boxed Water is  Better,”  a mot-
to and company name of our innova-
tive and creative entrepreneurs who 
provide no foundation for the claim. 
How dare they cause such turmoil  at 
our school? Why are we trying to f ix 
something that works just f ine? Sure, 
a fountain does occasionally go out 
of order,  but it  is  only one short walk 
away from wherever you are in the 
school .  There is  no need to try and 
reinvent the wheel .  Out with the new 
and back with the old.

SEYON RAJADURAI
STAFF REPORTER
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Convergence: When you first came to UCC as a stu-
dent, did you ever imagine you’d go on to teach at the 
college and stay here for as long as you have? Did you 
ever think about leaving in the past?

Mr. Webb: Never entered my mind. I really enjoyed 
school. I don’t think I ever missed a day. I taught French 
at Pickering College and one night wrote a letter to 
the UCC Principal (Patrick Johnson) telling him that 
I’d really love to teach English (although I had no 
training). I had a good interview with his successor 
Richard Sadleir, talking mostly about Canadian Lit-
erature. I came to UCC, gave myself 5 years, took my 
6th year off and then came back….34 years later here 
I am! Did I ever think of leaving? Yes, a couple of times 
which I pursued, but I’m glad nothing came of them (by 
my choice). I recall vividly on my 30th birthday lying 
awake in bed in the morning thinking “I could be doing 
the same thing for the rest of my life!” It was a com-
bination of horror and acceptance (not resignation).
 
C: How are UCC students today similar and/or differ-
ent to those when you first started teaching at the 
college?

W: The one thing that hasn’t changed is the energy. 
The startling difference is the shorter attention 
spans and in many boys a fear of or dislike for reading 
and therefore a lack of curiosity and desire to pursue 
an idea beyond the surface. Outside the classroom, stu-
dents today are largely not as prejudiced against oth-
ers. Today’s student reflects much more of the world 
than it did in the 70s and 80s.
 

C: What are the main ways in which your teaching has 
evolved in your time here? Have you had to adapt your 
teaching style?

W: In the beginning, teachers, who were called “mas-
ters”, stood at the front of the room and talked while 
students dutifully listened. In the late 80s, as the re-
sult of a week-long conference I attended, I made a 
change that had a big impact for me: having students 
sit in an open rectangle (sometimes without desks in 
front of them) and had them write “reader responses” 
to their readings. This arrangement opened up discus-
sion; boys could start to learn from each other. In ret-
rospect, that approach required concentration so now 
it’s harder to achieve the same results. With the ad-
vent of the computer in the classroom, I feel more like 
a manager than a participant in the class’s learning.

C: What are the main ways in which Convergence has 
evolved in your time as the faculty advisor?

W: The best part about Convergence is that it is stu-
dent-run. When I first started, I could pretty much sit 
back and watch/listen to the guys in charge. We had 
time for Editors’ dinner once a week and late after-
noon editing in the one computer lab. There was time 
to prepare a bi-weekly newspaper that had a lot of 
UCC content. Now Convergence is more sophisticated 
in its content. It appears less often because students 
don’t have time to produce more issues more frequent-
ly.

C: Having witnessed the path that UCC has taken over 
the past 40 years, what direction do you see the college 
taking in the future?

W: Tough question. The real answer may be “I don’t 
know.” I wonder if the next 5 years and beyond will see 
some difficulties. Fees will continue to climb, expenses 
will as well. Can financial aid keep up? Will teachers 
be able to afford living in Toronto? UCC may wrestle 
with its focus. The classroom used to be the central fo-
cus, but that isn’t true in reality now. Learning occurs 
in many ways and places, so how will the school ad-
just its timetable to reflect that? Ideally the Ministry 

and IB will become flexible in their demands for and 
definition of “class hours”. And certainly in the short 
term, the smartphone is ‘the’ tool.
 
C: Favourite newspaper/publication to read in your 
spare time?

W: I read the Weekend Financial Times. It is a treasure 
of well-written news items, business information (I get 
an education here) and superior book and art reviews. 
I also read The New Yorker - always start with the 
cartoons.
 
C: What’s your favourite literary work/author that 
you’ve taught as an English teacher at the college?

W: I’d choose Heart of Darkness and Lord Jim (Joseph 
Conrad), To the Lighthouse (Woolf), and King Lear: all 
those were from when we had Grade 13. I tried King 
Lear last year for first time in decades; it didn’t go 
over as well as it used to. I gained appreciation for 
the poets Alden Nowlan (accessible CanLit) and Philip 
Larkin.

C: What was your proudest moment in your time at 
UCC?

W: Just one? There are sometimes moments in a year 
when you almost see the “lightbulb” go off in a stu-
dent’s mind, the moment when he ‘gets it.’ That is an 
exciting moment. Personal achievement? A grade 13 
Modernism course where we looked at literature, art 
and music of the early 20th century. The production 
of Amadeus that I directed. It was a huge hit and the 
first time the theatre (then called The Little Theatre) 
gave 4 performances. 10 March break trips to the Sovi-
et Union. Bringing a World Cultures course to UCC (a 
good gig while it lasted)

C: Any closing remarks or words of advice to the boys?
W: Set a high standard for yourself in public that you 
uphold in private.
Learn to respectfully question the status quo.
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EXIT INTERVIEW WITH MR. WEBB
PAUL WEISER - EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

As you may have heard in his assembly address 
a few weeks ago, Mr. Webb, an Old Boy who at-
tended UCC for 8 years, is retiring from the college 
after having taught here for the last 40. It’s hard 
to imagine the number of boys Mr. Webb has 
made an impact on throughout his time at UCC. 
As it is his last issue as the Faculty Advisor for 
Convergence (a position he has held for 12 years), 
we wanted to thank him for all of his work and 
ask him some questions about his time at UCC.



What are the Panama Papers?
 The “Panama Papers” is a global 
investigation into the sprawling, secretive 
industry of offshore that the world's rich 
and powerful use to hide assets, evade 
taxes and skirt rules by setting up front 
companies in far-flung jurisdictions.

 Journalists from across the world 
have been sifting through a whopping 
2.6Tb of data leaked from the servers of 
Mossack Fonseca, the world's 4th largest 
offshore law firm. It is safe to say that 
this leak would make what Mr. Snowden 
did in 2013 look like spider bite. 

How is it illegal?
Surprisingly, it is not. 
This process, using 
offshore structures, is 
completely legal, and 
in many times quite 
justified. Private com-
panies in Ukraine and 
Russia use it to get 
around the imposing 
currency restrictions 
they face and others 
use it for estate plan-
ning and inheritance. 

What’s the Prob-
lem?
 To answer that, we need to take 
a short, albeit crucial, history lesson. 
Over the past three years, Syria’s air force 
rained down missiles and bombs, killing 
more than 21,000 civilians. They targeted 
schools, bus stops, even hospitals. These 
statistics and facts are well documented. 
Not so the part played by offshore finance 
in behind the scenes. Several companies 
who utilized these offshore “tax havens” 
were accused of financing the Syrian Air 
Force with fuel and oil. 
 In 2014, numerous countries, 
including the UK, the US and Canada, 
passed legislation banning doing busi-
ness with these companies but now this 
leak and the subsequent investigation has 
revealed that the Panamanian firm Mos-
sack Fonseca helped these companies op-
erate as the attacks in Syria escalated. 
 Mossack Fonseca is a key player 

in this secretive industry in which the 
world’s rich and powerful used to hide as-
sets, skirt rules, evade taxes and abuse the 
system by setting up shell companies in 
far-flung countries like Malta, Seychelles 
and Cyprus. 
 Further investigation revealed an 
alarming clientele, including the heads of 
state of several countries, their families 
and cabinet members, several MP’s in the 
British Parliament, a key FIFA official, 
Argentinian soccer player Lionel Mes-
si and the legendary Jackie Chan.  What 
was even more shocking was that several 
of these clients were involved in sever-
al crimes such as bribery, tax fraud and 

evasion, drug and hu-
man trafficking and 
arms deals. In present 
day, a trail of invoic-
es, interdepartmental 
memos and emails 
are all that’s left of 
the victims. 
 In Russia, a busi-
nessman who dealt 
with Mossack Fonse-
ca has been exposed 
in running a prosti-
tution ring of teenage 
girls. When the firm 
found out that their 
client was a pedo-

phile, they decided they were not legally 
obliged to report his activities. In Uganda, 
a company who was looking to sell a pro-
spective oil field paid Mossack Fonseca 
to help them avoid four hundred million 

USD in taxes. To put in comparison, four 
hundred million USD is almost twice the 
amount of the Ugandan Government's an-
nual healthcare budget. Meanwhile hos-
pitals and clinics in the shadow of the oil 
field are left without the most basic med-
ical equipment. 

 The offshore finance industry has 
recently come under fire, but firms like 
Mossack Fonseca has helped clients con-
tinue to operate behind a veil of secrecy. 
Until the shadowy world is held account-
able, more tax dollars will be evaded, more 
teenage girls will be forced into prostitu-
tion and more bombs will continue to kill 
innocent bystanders. 

CAN HEPKARABELLI
STAFF REPORTER

THE PANAMA PAPERS: THE PHANTOM MENACE
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IS IT ILLE-
GAL?

SURPRIS-
INGLY, IT 
IS NOT.

T



This year’s student directed production of 
12 Angry Jurors was a pleasurable experi-
ence. The production’s storyline depicts 12 
jurors who are tasked with deliberating on 
the fate of a boy on trial for murdering his 
father. Each of the jurors in the production 
has their own reason for discriminating 
against the witness; whether it is his race, 
background, or relational status to his fa-
ther. Throughout the production, the cast 
was able to expertly portray different ju-
rors, each with their own agendas, opinions, 
and backgrounds. On a more specific note, 
the level-headed Juror 8, played by BSS 
student Trish Rooney (Grade 12), is able to 
sow the seed of reasonable doubt amongst 
each of the other eleven jurors, leading to 
an emotional portrayal of Juror 3 (played 
by Jack van Nostrand, IB2) who adds fuel 
to the fire due to his hard relationship with 
his estranged son. Due to the guidance and 
vision of student-director Jake Bradshaw 
(IB2), the rest of the cast worked cohesively 
to deliver a truly memorable and emotion-
al performance exploring the issues with 
the American jury system, the influence of 
prejudice in our society, and the failure of 
the justice system to eliminate the influ-
ence of such prejudice.
 
The production consisted of an impressive 
set as well. Having had a bathroom, door, 
and windows built for the production, the 
set only added to the feeling of confine-
ment within the jury room. Building up to 
the crux or focal point of the show in which 
Juror 10 (played by Graeme Joel, IB2)

desperately pleads with the other jurors to 
retain a ‘guilty’ vote via an ever-so-slightly 
racist monologue, the placement of the set 
and the blocking of the actors within the 
set only helped to further accentuate the 
place of isolation in which that Juror 10 
finds himself. Through the hard work of the 
cast and crew, there was never a moment 
in the play in the audience did not find 
themselves intrigued by a heated argument 
between jurors, a humorous one-liner, or 
further information about the actual crime 
being revealed. 

 
12 Angry Jurors was definitely one of the 
highlights of Upper Canada College co-cur-
ricular activities this year and for all those 
that were not able to watch, a chance to see 
an influential play of the 20th century was 
truly missed. If you see any of the students 
involved with this production, please do 
commend them on their success.

Foreman: Jeff Collins
Juror 2: Alex Roberts
Juror 3: Jack van Nostrand
Juror 4: Ben Caldwell
Juror 5: Isabel Coleman
Juror 6: Theo Iordache
Juror 7: Devin Lee
Juror 8: Trish Rooney
Juror 9: Jocelyn Roy
Juror 10: Graeme Joel
Juror 11: Umid Abduragimov
Juror 12: Abby Holland
Guard: Kate Fanjoy
Judge: Atef Abedin

12 ANGRY JURORS
A STUDENT DIRECTED PRODUCTION

 ERNEST LEUNG A&E EDITOR
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BLAZER UCC’S Humour 
Publication written by 
people who think 
they’re way funnier 
than they actually are.

Many%of%you%are%thinking,%“Man,%Blazer’s%been%gone%for%like%2%months%now%;%they%must%have%a%super%issue%prepared%for%us,%
with%only%the%funniest%of%jokes%available!%ABer%all,%they’ve%had%so%much%Dme%to%write%it!”%Well,%that’s%partly'true,%minus%the%
“true”%part.%It’s%a%Blazer%tradiDon%for%every%issue%to%be%wriIen%the%night%before,%specifically%at%12:30%AM%in%the%basement,%
and%that%will%never%change!%Never!

Want to be a part of Blazer? Email us a 200-
word blurb at blazer@ucc.on.ca to show off 

why YOU are not-funny enough for us!

Opening'Doors'for'People
If%we%had%a%nickel%for%every%Dme%
we%thought,%“Man,%it%would’ve%
been%sick%if%that%person%held%the %
door%open%for%us%just%a%second%
ago,”%we%would%probably%have%a %
couple%of%nickels...%which%is%
more%than%having%no%nickels.%
Maybe?%Nickels%are%preIy%
inconvenient%to%have,%and%no%one%really%uses%them%
anymore...%regardless,%it’s%the%liIle%things%that%go%a%long%
way.%Nothing%encapsulates%that%more%than%a%friendly%
gesture%towards%a%stranger%you’ve%never%met%before.%Plus,%
it’s%definitely%enough%work%to%warrant%a%CAS%project.

CAS'Projects
If%you%haven’t%done%your%CAS%project%yet,%you’re%in%one%of%two%different%situaDons:%you’re%an%IB1%who%couldn’t%care%less%for%
the%Dme%being,%or%you’re%expelled.%If%you’re%in%the%laIer,%boy%do%we%have%a%deal%for%you!%Need%a%quick,%easy,%totally;not;
defeaDng;the;purpose;of;it%CAS%project%that%follows%the%IB%guidelines?%Well,%we%might'have%what%you%need.%Behold,%CAS%
projects%that%are%so%helpful%it%just%hurts%to%even%think%about%them.

Doing'Blazer'For'Us
It’s%fun%and%easy,%we%promise!%Just%procrasDnate%for%a%couple%
weeks,%steal%jokes%from%other%people%and%finish%it%in%a%night%
or%two.%It’s%for%the%community%(please%help%us).

Spoiling'Game'of'Thrones
Wait,%watching%a%TV%show%is%taking%acDon%for%the%
community?%You%bet%it%is!%Watching%a%season%of%Game'of'
Thrones%in%one%night%is%akin%to%that%of%sacrificing%your%enDre%
mental%sanity%for%10%hours.%“Man,%this%character%is%super%
cool!%He’s%defs%my%fav;%oh%wait,%he’s%dead.%Well,%at%least%that%
other%guy%seems%preIy%coo;%oh'maaaaan,'not%again!”%

Spoiling%such%events%is %
where%the%real%
community%service%
lies,%as%it’s%your%duty%
to%prevent%them%from%
going%though%the%
same%pain.%Trust%us,%
everyone%will%
appreciate%you%for%it.

Econ'Notes'Drive
Every%year,%tens%upon%tens%of%UCC%
students%suffer%from%the%fated%
Chanfluenza,%or%Bordeneumonia,%
where%they%suddenly%forget%
everything%they’ve%ever%learned%
prior%to%an%exam.%This%leads%to%
every%student%asking%each%other%for%
notes,%resulDng%in%a%school;wide%panic%
for%informaDon%(unless%you’re%a%tryhard%to%
who%“makes%your%own%notes”).%They%need%your'help,%and%
just%a%paper%a%day,%you%can%help%those%aspiring%students%to%
achieve%that%5"%they%always%wanted.%Just%leave%them%in%the%
library%and%they’ll%be%sure%to%be%gone%within%at%least%5%
minutes.%

Giving'John'Zhang'a'pencil
Death,%taxes,%and%John%Zhang%never%having%any%school%
materials%on%him%ever.%Giving%Jay;Z%a%pencil%may%iniDally%
seem%preIy%basic%;%aBer%all,%who%doesn’t%loan%a%pencil%to%a%
friend%every%once%and%a%while?%Difference%is%that%the%Zhang;
a;tang%is%a%24/7,%yearlong%commitment%with%no%breaks%in;
between.%You%just%gave%him%a%pen%and%paper%last%period?%
BeIer%have%another%one%(or%three)%on%deck,%because%that%
poor%wriDng%utensil%is%gone%and%you%know%it.%At%least%know%
that%it’s%going%towards%a%good%cause.
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If we’ve offended you with this issue of Blazer, too 
bad. We’re leaving. Complain to the next guy!

HEADLINES
• Howards%disappointed%at%recent%performance%by%guest%
Jerry%Seinfeld%

• AdministraDon%cites%“Boxed%Water”%for%recent%increase%
in%academic%performance%

• Friday%assembly%aIendance%increases%dramaDcally%aBer%
announcements%of%Greg%Ekler%replacing%Jack%van%
Nostrand

• FaciliDes%cuts%Commons%grass%for%first%Dme%in%5%years
• School%considering%moving%EE%week%to%aBer%Period%1%to%
combat%record%low%IB1%aIendance

• Aramark’s%recent%aIempts%at%fixing%broken%caps%lock%key%
prove%to%be%unsuccessful

• Reports%arise%that%Varsity%Lacrosse%players%managed%to%
finish%a%lap%during%pracDce%

• European%History%reports%no%change%in%aIendance%
during%opDonal%IB2%week

• Foyer%construcDon%set%to%be%completed%in%spring%season%
of%2018

• Max%Taylor%cut%from%Varsity%Badminton%team%due%to%lack%
of%parDcipaDon%in%recent%math%contest

• IT%forces%school%to%be%shutdown%aBer%campus;wide%WiFi%
failure%

• Young%Republican%club%spoIed%at%lunch%building%walls%
around%school%property

• UCC%announces%plans%to%implement%permanent%rugby%
lines%of%oval%“soon;ish”

Bellswether was responsible for the 
night-howler attacks

Steps'to'Studying'I'A'Blazer'Guide
Being%a%UCC%student%can%be%hard%;%doing%work%and'memorizing%
informaDon,%at%the%same%Dme?%Life’s%a%pain,%man.%With%these%
quick%steps,%exams%will%be%a%breeze.

Step'#1:'Making'a'Plan
First%things%first,%set%up%a%schedule%to%follow%so%that%we%can%
maintain%a%consistent%effort%across%each%subject.%Open%up%iCal,%
and...%wait,%was%that%a%Skype%noDficaDon?

Step'#2:'Organizing'Your'Materials
Now%that%we%know%what%we’re%doing%and%when,%
we%have%to%organize%all%the%informaDon%neatly%so%
we%know%where%to%find%it,%just%aBer%we%check%our%

Facebook.%These%Daniel%videos%get%funnier%every%Dme!

Step'#3:'GeFng'the'Work'Done
Normally,%this%is%where%we%start%the%niIy;griIy,%but%this%sick%
Reddit%post%about%Bernie%Sanders%came%up%and%we%had%to%read%
it.%Did%you%know%he%knows%Killer%Mike?%He’s%like,%a%rapper,%so%
you%know%he’s%“hood”%(which%is%cool;speak%for%“cool”).

Step'#4:'Revision
Well,%aBer%watching%every%Harry%PoIer%in%succession,%we%can%
safely%say%the%5th%one%was%the%best...%but%we%might%have%to%
watch%it%again.%Exams%are%in%a%month!%Plenty%of%Dme.
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